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Venue 

• Asian Art Council: The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, May-
June 2009 

 

 
Panel 3:  Contemporary Reflections on Modernity in Asia  
Moderated by Layla Diba  

 
 
Presentations and Responses: 
Geeta Kapur—on India 
Midori Matsui—on postwar Japan  
Xu Bing—an artist’s practice  

 
 
Geeta Kapur:  Thank you, Layla (Diba). I’ll begin by reiterating what I happened incidentally to 

say in one of the earlier panels, that we should perhaps speak of the Middle East as West Asia so 

that it becomes a  geographical continuity with South Asia, Southeast Asia, and East Asia. And so 

that we realize we are talking of a very large part of the globe, territorially connected and, even to 

a very amazing extent, culturally linked over centuries. (The other two related continental 

formations are, of course, Africa and Central-South America.) Asia offers a calibrated account of 

difference  -- races, religions, ethnicities, nationalities, independent nation-states, and cultures –

imbricated within a civilizational ethos. 

 

What this also suggests is the possibility of inter-Asia exchange. There is, for example, the 

Guggenheim’s Asian Art Council, there is the Asia-Pacific Triennial that takes place in Brisbane 

since 1993, there is the Japan Foundation promoting inter-Asia exchanges, there is the Asia 

Society in New York with branches elsewhere including Mumbai….and so on and on. Each 

nation-state has also unfurled an Asia umbrella for its own hegemonic purposes. So what is it that 

we might want to do in Guggenheim’s Asian Art Council? Is there a project for a real or even 

notional inter-Asian dialogue, or is it best that each of us present the conditions of art and cultural 

production in our own societies for comparison – because ‘Asia’ still begs the question of 
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whether the region as paradigm is valid at all. For me it is valid, if somewhat hypothetical, just as 

for me the idea of the nation-state is valid—as a subject of regard and interrogation in more than a 

hypothetical sense. The  concept and reality of the nation-sate is not over for India or Pakistan, 

nor for Iraq and Palestine—even as it is not over for the U.SA. Indeed, large parts of the world 

are victims of the nation-state that is the United States of America.  

 

But to return to Asia, some of us, artists, art historians, critics and curators organized a conference 

in Delhi in 2007, titled, “Elective Affinities, Constitutive Differences: Contemporary Art in 

Asia.” The brief I wrote in collaboration with some younger art historians, might be worth 

reading in part because some of the issues that I’ve just raised were addressed in that brief.  

 

Do elective affinities imply the bridging of structural differences? We are not speaking of affinity 

in a default mode, so when do discrete cultural and economic formations translate into active 

affiliations--conceptually and in terms of actual exchange? This, here, is a civilizational range: 

Hindu kingdoms that continue from India into the southeast Asian region, Buddhism across to 

China, and an Islamic spread right across this entire geography, from West Asia to China. A 

civilizational  ethos is maintained by great Asian empires, yet as much as we might speak of 

affinities in religion and culture, it is the dismantling of these empires that gives us a critical 

understanding of their historical import, even perhaps an understanding of current economic 

strategies and power-block alliances. Alexandra (Munroe) in her introductory note suggested that 

there is now a new engagement with classical civilizational models. In an innovative continuation 

of that theme, it is our interest to unpack curating as a form of narration that deals with endings as 

it does with beginnings, as it also does with scrambled sequences and contrary moves that 

characterize our critical understanding of the narrative paradigm itself. So, let us say, there would 

be some form of a narrative paradigm in a historical show of modern Indian art that Sandhini 

Poddar may want to put together for Guggenheim, but there would also have to be a way of 

dismantling the narrative paradigm itself --in order to foreground  historical upheavals as also to 

make the ruptures visible -- curatorially.  

 

The set of considerations that  follow have to do with the public domain in discreet societies, and 

with the shape of the argument that we derive from the conceptual(lized) form of the public 

sphere. We should  begin with crucial antecedents -- the literary, theological and social systems 

of knowledge in many Asian cultures have a long tradition of oral commentaries, textual 

annotations and elaborate argument. These make up what would be the prototype of the public 
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sphere, including forms of interlocution and intervention within established conventions of 

collective knowledge. Subsequently, colonial and national archives, both textual and oral, become 

an important feature in the recuperation of histories ranging from liberation movements to 

communism to parliamentary democracy and republican states. But for these to become critically 

useful, they would have to translate as contemporary discourse that is not in the form of the usual 

binary: of tradition and modernity (by now exhausted as a useful discursive device). The 

contemporary is conjunctural:  we should speak of changing political formations and a public 

sphere that reflects a particular kind of constitution, polity and civil-society configuration.  

 

Do evidential truths, reconstructed fictions, and the ethics of retrieval of that which is left out, 

that which is marginalized or erased, does all this constitute the politics in contemporary Asian art 

in some especially, culturally designated way? There are codes that open and retrace the materials 

of memory, and there is the  documentary voiceover of the present day interlocutor who reads and 

translates these testimonies. In India for example, It raises questions at the vernacular level, of 

caste, and like everywhere else, of gender, exposing the structural blindness built into state 

machinery and the institutions of art toward subaltern interventions. The social archive is built on 

the intersecting spaces of marginality, engendered bodies and contemporary markers of caste. 

(And I bring in caste because this is now the most insurgent form of political society in India --

more than class, it is caste.) One of the issues that we must have to deal with is the mode of 

representations of violence ---in the social archive that documents it --as objective history-- as 

well as in terms of what Sandhini, quoting the philosopher Akeel Bilgrami, calls the first-person 

account.  

 

Okwui Enwezor uses the word “traversal” in the quotation that Alexandra has put into the 

concept note. The political traverse is now to be seen as national, international/transnational, and 

transcultural. And, even as we speak today of the global, it must include the inadvertent 

transnationals -- for example, migrant laborers and political refugees who are world citizens but 

excluded nevertheless from that status and from the privileges bestowed by global consumerist 

cultures. All these slightly differentiated categories have to be kept alive in order that there be the 

necessary tension –that the struggles embedded in that traverse are recognized by the artist-

interlocutor in the public sphere.  

 

At the same time, let us remember the pleasures of cosmopolitanism—an especially fascinating 

cultural characteristic of this region. Asian civilizations have held the lure of high sophistication 
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throughout history. Consider Baghdad, Iran, Isfahan, Istanbul, and in the 20th century, Shanghai, 

Bombay, Tokyo. It can be argued that the cultures of these flourishing cities has extended the 

mandate of modernity in a way that it becomes not only coextensive with European modernity 

but in effect the more keenly personified, a twin whose face is quizzical, sometimes uncanny, and 

certainly problematic. There is now, after Edward Said, a tendency among artists to invert the 

thesis of Orientalism to productive purposes. There is also, within the framework of post-

modernism, a retake on beauty that is not, unwittingly, a retake on Asian/ Oriental aesthetics to be 

renewed through art-historical exposition --a retake on beauty, which means both cultural 

protocol and curatorial play. We are speaking of Orientalism in your face, post-Said but not 

neglecting or contradicting Said. Shahzia Sikander is a wonderful example – she knows how to 

enhance the masquerade, making it at once audacious and melancholy.  

 

There is a mythologizing of Asia’s material cultures in terms of a richness of resources, 

traditions, and continuities in language, styles and skills. Consider the oeuvre of Xu Bing. But 

these assets, freely quoted by contemporary artists, are often also used at levels of respect and 

expediency that need to be questioned. Not only is there a tendency to gloss over the caste-based 

definition of artisanal practices, as for example in India, the actual role of available labor and the 

use of these material cultures in the manufacture of contemporary art often remains unexamined. 

Recognizing the compound trope of loss and greed, artists will sometimes make self-indulgence a 

sign of self-mortification and tease out a death wish in the very practice of art. These aspects of 

value need to be considered critically and in relation to aesthetic and market conditions alike. 

This again cross-references the discussion in the David Elliot panel.  

 

Apropos of a value-based economy, the illegal, what is not sanctioned, is a telling trope. In terms 

of contemporary art, it qualifies in favor of what has been pushed to the edge: art that is 

erotic/illicit, and/or political/transgressive. How do Asian artists deploy these means? In contrast 

to the legacy of the delicately wrought artisanal practices, in contrast as well to the playful 

recycling of everyday visual cultures, both invoked in the making of contemporary art across 

Asia, there is a bold new Asiatic scenario studded with spectacles, media-based artworks that 

seemingly cut across the globe with no undue prejudice in favor of a given culture. The 

spectacular does have nevertheless a site, a politics, a precisely tuned animation, and therefore 

culturally coded rules of the game that make specialized claims on spectatorial reception. The site 

and spectacle as marked by Chinese artists can be precise, and we discussed that on the first day, 

with Cai’ guo-xiang’s show and the difficulties that were posed in relation to it.  
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This is now an urgent concern in the economy and ecology of the globe. The interrupted 

relationship between country and city in what were until recently peasant economies has resulted 

in a demographic imbalance as it has in a ruptured consciousness. To designate which we might 

invoke the trope of counter-geography. Is the ethical, then, inscribed in a countergeography that 

marks out a new ground for history? The globe is mapped by urban archipelagos, many of which 

are in Asia. Networked with each other, many Asian cities are on the move, to quote a famous 

exhibition title. Artworks seem to chase memory through virtual landscapes, through the detritus 

of material obsolescence and urban entropy. Apinan’s presentations have had to do with urban 

entropy in Thailand. Indian urbanologists are also particularly interested in interstitial 

developments in the urban sector. We have to consider demographic movements between 

country/city and the social imaginary they yield in an amalgamated paradigm.I hesitate to speak 

before Arjun Appadurai because he knows this material so much better, but I bring it up because 

it gestures towards critical- curatorial issues in art. So much density. What is the measure of the 

speed in with which consciousness comes to terms with this accelerated history? How slowly can 

the aesthetic impulse establish a spatial phenomenology that best locates the work of art?  

 

I conclude with a somewhat long take on the national-global equation as viewed from a specific 

historical frame relevant to India. The Anglo-European Enlightenment comes to India in the 19th 

century, and the discourse of the individual and the universal, of subjectivity and sovereignty, is 

embedded in Indian historical thinking from the 19th century. The national is not simply the 

ground for a prolonged political struggle, there is a theorizing of the nation from early on in the 

nationalist movement. There is conceptual planning for the formation of a nation-state  in the 20th 

century, and there are theories of the state which develop into an investigative discourse after 

Indian independence in 1947. That is to say, there is a developed theoretical formulation of the 

consequences of modernity, as a result of which Indian citizens can claim the privilege  of at least 

comprehending the institutions of democracy, of civil society, of the public sphere, and of the 

secular. I’m not saying that the Indian republic abides by these or that the Indian people have 

honored these values, but only that they are embedded in the constitution and in public discourse. 

To that is added developmental planning, which comes from India’s partial affiliation to a 

socialist ideal during the immediate post-independence decades– whereby a public-sector 

economy is put in place to create an urban/ industrial infrastructure prior to that of the now more 

economically advanced countries in the rest of Asia. (Among other things, this allows India to 

maintain a degree of autonomy during the cold war and in the progressive decades of third world 
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politics—for example, the ideological inclination of the Indian nation-state but also the actual 

theorizing among Indian intellectuals--on modernity/democratic sovereignty -- would make it 

impossible for the USA to gain a foothold in India up until very recently). Meanwhile, not resting 

on formal tenets of democracy, Indian political thinkers, several of them Marxisits, have 

continued to repudiated or revise the actualities of the nation-state formation and its 

developmental model. The  more particular interventions by subalternist historians are addressed 

to the agricultural sector, and in actual political terms there are attempts since the 1960s by Indian 

‘Maoists’ (the Naxals)  to reposition sections of the population --the small peasant, tribal and dalit 

sections of the polity-- that have been betrayed in planning priorities --the more so since the late 

1980s when India accepted the neo-liberal ideology of global capital.  

 

And I want to end here, on this point, by reiterating that there is something like a paradigmatic 

basis on which modernity must examine its own contemporaniety, and that this is significant even 

when the potential of the contemporary conjuncture is less than realized. The contemporary needs 

the reflexivity of historical discourse in order for cultural production and also perhaps the practice 

of art to gain due articulation and it is this articulation that curatorial contexts –of museums and 

of seriously conceptualized biennales-- can nurture.  
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PANEL 1: "Universalism," "Cosmopolitanism," "Glocalism" or something else? 
How is value constructed, denoted and safeguarded in contemporary art?  
Moderated by David Elliot  
 

Presentations and Responses: 
Shahzia Sikander 
Hongnam Kim 
Jack Persekian  

 

 (Geeta Kapur’s intervention in David Elliot’s panel discussion with Shahzia Sikander, Hong Nam, and 

Jack Persekian) 

 

Geeta Kapur:  I thought that David (Elliot) started the panel on a different note -- where he indicated a 

relationship, or questioned the relationship, between value as it is created within the practice of art and 

aesthetics, and in the market. He deliberately made them into binaries in order to refer back to two sets of 

issues. But most of the discussion has been on market value. Let us take the example of the Middle East (I 

must say I feel uncomfortable because the ‘Middle East’ has a Western/ Orientalist perspective -- we 

should say West Asia, as then you get the entire spectrum, from West Asia, to South Asia to Southeast Asia 

to Northeast Asia or East Asia.) Countries in West Asia have few institutional structures or museums of art 

(for that matter, even a big country like India, with a longer institutional history, has a meagre 

infrastructure for housing and displaying modern and contemporary art), but there is now a growing art 

market speculating on value. In an other, foundational, sense value is being created on the ground. What 

Jack Persekian  does in Al-Ma’mal in Jerusalem, or what Christine Tohme does in Beirut and Vasif Kortun 

in Istanbul, the kind of struggle the Iranian artists put up, and what is happening in Cairo, and perhaps also  

on a minimal scale in Jordan, all this is on the ground, creating value precisely of the kind David spoke 

about. This has to do with the moral life…a difficult word to deal with, but, yes, a certain kind of moral 

value is being created through the groundbreaking work these small institutional efforts present. We 

needn’t always only be concerned with museums and market, for then all the work that is being done with 

and through life and art--where interactions are taking place at great risk, where resistance is put up, where 

strategies and subversions and alliances have to be made, all these value-making projects get eclipsed. The 

structure of values for out purpose includes artistic practice and aesthetics, institutional validation and 

market value. 

 

 

 

Geeta Kapur:  I forgot to mention the most important contribution --Jack Persekian’s initiative in the 

Sharjah Biennale where there’s not only discourse within the work but that it is also producing some kind 

of a discursive space for West Asian art in the world.  
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PANEL 2:  Innovation, Imagination and Creative Destruction 
Moderated by Arjun Appadurai  

 
Presentations and Responses: 

Hou Hanru  
Apinan Poshynanada 
Yuko Hasegawa 
 

  (Geeta Kapur’s intervention in Arjun Appadurai’s panel discussion with Hou Hanru, Apinan 

Poshynanada, and Yuko Hasegawa) 

 

Geeta Kapur:  It might be interesting to relate the three propositions from Thailand, China and Japan. 

Apinan Poshyananda’s approach --in not only what he presented of Thailand but how he presented it -- is a 

much more interstitial entry into urban spaces and thence into the world of imagination, innovation…. He 

turned it into the issue of adaptation. In his reading of the phenomenon before us, the urban phenomenon, it 

seems that he’s making a point about  adaptation that takes place without the iconic -- and where social 

functionality follows another logic altogether…. 
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